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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]In accordance with the multi-pilot block equalizing method characterized by comprising

the following, In a pilot synchronous detection method of detecting a signal inserted among the

slots in which a pilot block containing the singular number or two or more pilot symbols contains

two or more data symbols, respectively, As opposed to a pilot block made into an object of

processing which a data symbol made into an object of the above-mentioned amendment asks

for the above-mentioned weighted average. Embrace physical relationship which it has and big

dignity is assigned to a high pilot block compared with a pilot block of others [ correlation / with

the data symbol concerned ], A pilot synchronous detection method carrying out change setting

out of the dignity at the time of asking for the above-mentioned weighted average for every data

symbol so that small dignity may be assigned to a low pilot block compared with a pilot block of

others [ correlation / with the data symbol concerned ].

A step which creates pilot block information which shows change of amplitude and/or a phase

which are contained in each pilot block about three or more pilot blocks inserted in a different

position, respectively.

A step amended to the data symbol for compensating change of amplitude and/or a phase which

are contained in a data symbol based on a weighted average of the created pilot block

information.

[Claim 2]A pilot synchronous detection method setting up two or more fields which contain two
or more data symbols, respectively in each slot in a pilot synchronous detection method
according to claim 1, and carrying out change setting out of the dignity at the time of asking for

the above-mentioned weighted average for every field.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention between the slot and slot which contain two or more data

synnbols, respectively, The pilot block which generally contains two or more pilot symbols is

inserted. About the pilot synchronous detection method of performing amendment of a phase or

amplitude to a data symbol using this pilot block. Change of the phase and amplitude especially

generated by phasing etc. in digital mobile communication, such as wideband CDMA, In order to

enable it to amend suitably and to realize reception with a good bit error rate (BER) also in a

high field also in the field where fading frequency is low, it is related with improvement performed

to the multi-pilot block equalizing method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]When performing pilot synchronous detection, as shown in drawing

3, the logic inserts between slots the pilot block PI which is known, P2, P3, P4, and — with a

constant period. In order that each pilot block may improve reliability, it constitutes by two or

more pilot symbols in general, but the singular number may be sufficient as the number of a pilot

symbol. In pilot synchronous detection, it is presumed through what kind of signal transmission

line the data symbol which constitutes each slot is passing using the pilot symbol thru/or pilot

block first inserted with such a gestalt. Next, a changed part of the phase and amplitude

contained in each data symbol is compensated using the result.

[0003]There are the equalizing method, a method of linear interpolation, the multi-pilot block

equalizing method, etc. in the technique of pilot synchronous detection. With the equalizing

method and a method of linear interpolation, the pilot block information reflecting a changed part

of its phase and amplitude is created before long, respectively from two pilot blocks (drawing 3

P2 and P3) which sandwich an object-of-amendment slot (refer to drawing 3 ). In the equalizing

method, above-mentioned compensation is given about the data symbol which asks for the

average (load) of two created pilot block information, and belongs to an object-of-amendment

slot using the average (load) for which it asked. Two created pilot block information is used in a

method of linear interpolation. Linear interpolation is performed according to the position of each

data symbol under object-of-amendment block inserted into two corresponding pilot blocks, and
above-mentioned compensation is given about the data symbol which belongs to an object-of-

amendment slot using the information acquired by this.

[0004]There are merits and demerits in the equalizing method and a method of linear

interpolation mutually. First, the strong point of the equalizing method is that the signal

deterioration by thermal noise can be reduced since the average effect of pilot blocks is high,

therefore low BER is obtained in the field where fading frequency is comparatively low. On the

other hand, since the pilot block information which the strong point of a method of linear

interpolation requires for the pilot block with high correlation with the data symbol near the data

symbol which has been the target of the above-mentioned compensation therefore will be used

heavily, It is that low BER is obtained in the field in which phasing flattery nature is good and

fading frequency is comparatively high.

[0005]The multi-pilot block equalizing method (see Shingaku Giho RCS96-72 (1996-08) and the



45th page - the 50th page besides "the high precision channel estimate method using two or

more pilot blocks in DS-CDNA" and Ando) is improvement of the equalizing method.

It is the method of creating pilot block information further also about the next pilot block (if it

says by drawing 3 , it will be PI and/or P4) in addition to two pilot blocks which sandwich an

object-of-amendment slot, and making it into the object of a weighted average.

Therefore, according to the multi-pilot block equalizing method, in the field where fading

frequency is low, even if compared with the method of equalizing old, low BER can be obtained.

However, since the average effect is high compared with the method of equalizing old, even if

compared with the method of equalizing old, generally BER in the field where fading frequency is

high is inferior. If it says generally, in the field where fading frequency is low, using the multi-pilot

block equalizing method in the field of middle, and using a method of linear interpolation in the

equalizing method and a high field can say that it is desirable.

[OO06]

[Summary of InventionjThere is one of the purposes of this invention in realizing the pilot

synchronous detection method that suitable BER can be provided, [ a large fading frequency

zone ] compared with the former in view of the actual condition that the optimal pilot

synchronous detection methods differ for every zone of fading frequency. The point that the

artificer perceived the 1st in relation to this purpose, it is required to use the processing which

averages pilot blocks, in order to heighten the average effect of a pilot block and to obtain good
BER about the field where fading frequency is low by extension, and to enlarge the number of

the pilot block made into the object of this processing — it comes out. In order to improve

phasing flattery nature and to obtain good BER about the field where fading frequency is high by

extension, the 2nd focus, it is required to compensate a part for its phase and amplitude

fluctuation about each data symbol, mainly using the pilot block in the position near the data

symbol, i.e., the pilot block in which correlation with the data symbol is comparatively high, — it

comes out. each of equalizing methods in the former, methods of linear interpolation, and multi-

pilot block equalizing methods made the slot the unit, and the 3rd focus has given the

information (dignity at the time of asking for a weighted average, if it says by the multi-pilot

block equalizing method) for amendment — it comes out.

[0007]In this invention, the multi-pilot block equalizing method for using three or more pilot

blocks is used in order to heighten the average effect of a pilot block and to obtain good BER
about the field where fading frequency is low by extension. If it says more details, about three or

more pilot blocks inserted in the different position. The pilot block information which shows
change of the amplitude and/or the phase which are contained in each pilot block is created,

respectively. How to amend to the data symbol for compensating change of the amplitude and/or

the phase which are contained in the data symbol based on the weighted average of the created

pilot block information is used.

[0008]In this invention, the pilot block in the position near the data symbol, i.e., the pilot block in

which correlation with the data symbol is comparatively high, is mainly used in order to improve

phasing flattery nature and to obtain good BER further about the field where fading frequency is

high by extension. The data symbol made into the object of amendment carries out change

setting out of the dignity at the time of asking for a weighted average for every data symbol at

details according to the physical relationship which it has to the pilot block made into the object

of the processing which asks for a weighted average more. By this, correlation with an object-

of-amendment slack data symbol assigns big dignity to a high pilot block compared with other

pilot blocks, and correlation with an object-of-amendment slack data symbol assigns small

dignity to a low pilot block compared with other pilot blocks.

[0009]Therefore, according to this invention, BER good also in a field high also in the field where
fading frequency is low can be obtained. . Namely, in this invention, give the information for

amendment by making a slot into a unit. The way of thinking common to the conventional method
of saying is converted, and since he is trying to give the information for the amendment
concerned by making into a unit the data symbol which is a smaller unit, good BER can be

obtained [ a large fading frequency zone ]. If two or more fields which contain two or more data

symbols, respectively are set up in each slot and it is made to carry out change setting out of



the dignity at the time of asking for a weighted average for every field, Size of the memory
(ROM) for being able to stop the frequency of a dignity change and memorizing dignity can be

made small.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Hereafter, the suitable embodiment of this invention is described

based on a drawing.

[0011]The processing in the pilot synchronous detection method concerning one embodiment of

this invention is notionally shown in drawing 1 . In this figure, the object-of-amendment slot

pinched by the pilot block P2 and the pilot block P3 is divided into the three fields A, B, and C.

The object-of-amendment slot contains 40 symbols, in the 0th - the 9th symbol, the 10th - the

29th symbol belong to the field B, and the 30th - the 39th symbol belong to the field A in the

field C, respectively.

[0012]In this embodiment although the multi-pilot block equalizing method is used. Unlike the

conventional multi-pilot block equalizing method, the multi-pilot block equalizing method in this

embodiment does not weight average pilot block information using the dignity common to the

whole object-of-amendment slot, the field A, B, and C produced by dividing an object-of-

amendment slot — it being alike, respectively, and, [ relate and ] Set up different dignity, and the

field where an object-of-amendment symbol (the data symbol which belongs to an object-of-

amendment slot and is trying to perform amendment about change of a phase and amplitude

after this) belongs responds for whether being which field, and chooses either among 3 sets of

dignity, It is supposed that the weighted mean process of pilot block information is performed

using 1 set of selected dignity.

[0013]The dignity in this embodiment is defined according to the relative physical relationship of

the field A, B, and C and each pilot blocks P1-P4. For example, among the fields within an

object-of-amendment slot, since the pilot block nearest to the field A is the pilot block P2, it

gives bigger dignity than the dignity by which the pilot block information concerning other pilots

is nnultiplied to the pilot block information concerning the pilot block P2. Similarly, since the pilot

block nearest to the field C is the pilot block P3, the biggest dignity is given to the pilot block

information concerning the pilot block P3, and the pilot block information concerning other pilot

blocks is multiplied by smaller dignity.

[0014]For example, when compensating change of a phase and amplitude about the data symbol

belonging to the field A. The dignity of 0.769 is set to the pilot block information concerning the

pilot block P2, and the dignity of 0.1 15 is set, respectively to the pilot block information

concerning the pilot blocks PI and P3. When compensating the data symbol belonging to the field

B for change of a phase and amplitude. The dignity of 0.3125 is assigned to the pilot block

information concerning the pilot blocks P2 and P3, respectively, and the dignity of 0.1875 is

assigned to the pilot block information concerning the pilot blocks PI and P4, respectively. When
compensating the data symbol belonging to the field C for change of a phase and amplitude, the

dignity of 0.769 is assigned to the pilot block information concerning the pilot block P3, and the

dignity of 0.1 15 is assigned to' the pilot block information concerning the pilot blocks P2 and P4,

respectively. The numerical value shown here is only an example.

[0015]Thus, cover the whole object-of-amendment slot and the same dignity is not used, divide

an object-of-amendment slot into two or more fields (drawing 1 three pieces), and each field

switches dignity according to the relative physical relationship which it has to each pilot block —
in details more. Dignity of the pilot block information which is in the position comparatively near

an object-of-amendment symbol, and requires correlation with this object-of-amendment
symbol for a high pilot symbol is enlarged comparatively. By making comparatively small dignity

of the pilot block information which is in a position comparatively far from an object-of-

amendment symbol, and requires correlation with this object-of-amendment symbol for a low

pilot symbol. Compared with the conventional equalizing method or the multi-pilot block

equalizing method, BER in the field where fading frequency is high can realize a good device good

[ phasing flattery nature ] therefore.

[001 6]Although dignity may be switched and set up for each [ belong to an object-of-

amendment slot ] data symbol of every, if it is made such, the memory for memorizing the dignity



corresponding to each data symbol, for example, the size of ROM, must be enlarged. If an

obj ect-of-amendment slot is comparatively divided into a small number of field (a figure three

pieces) and it is made to carry out change setting out of the dignity for every field like this

embodiment, the size of a required memory will also be small and will end.

[0017]The functional constitution of the device which realizes the pilot synchronous detection

method concerning this embodiment is shown in drawing 2 . The receive buffer 10 memorizes
among a figure the signal received via the transmission line (generally phasing transmission line)

one by one [ two or more slots ]. The pilot symbol is expressed with "P" among a figure, and the

data symbol is expressed with "D." TPC (Tx PowerControl) is shown by "T" and it is used for

transmission power control.

[0018]The pilot block information preparing part 12 extracts a pilot block from the signal on the

receive buffer 10. In the example shown in this figure, the numbers of bits of each symbol are I

channel and 8 bits of Q channels each, and it is supposed that each pilot block contains four

pilot symbols. Therefore, the pilot block taken out by the pilot block information preparing part

12 is the sum total, and is 8x2x4=64 bit. The pilot block information preparing part 12 creates

pilot block information by equalizing four pilot symbols contained in the extracted pilot block.

Therefore, the number of bits of one pilot block information is 8x2=16 bit. The pilot block

information preparing part 12 performs publicly known logic amendment to each pilot symbol

conventionally in advance of equalization in order to equalize possible. The pilot block

information preparing part 12 memorizes the created pilot block information by two or more
blocks. In the example shown in this figure, a total of six pilot block information is held by the

pilot block information preparing part 12 from the pilot block information PB (n-5) concerning the

pilot block of five pieces ago to the latest pilot block PB (n).

[0019]The multi-pilot block equalizing processing part 14, It asks for the weighted average of the

pilot block information PB (n-5)-PB (n) by multiplying the group of the pilot block information PB
(n-5)-PB (n) by 1 set of dignity read from ROM 16 to build in, and computing an average from the

result of this multiplication further. If I channel component of each pilot block information is

expressed as Ip and Q channel component is expressed as Qp, Weighted average Ip
~
(n) of Ip

can express I channel component of the equalized pilot block information which is acquired by

the multi-pilot block equalizing processing part 14, and weighted average Qp "
(n) of Qp can

express Q channel component, respectively.

[0020]The symbol amendment part 18 is based on the pilot block information (Ip
~

(n) Qp ~
(n))

after the equalization obtained by the multi-pilot block equalizing processing part 14, and is the

following formula. [Equation 1]Ic=[ (n) ] Ip
~ (n)+Qp ~

(n)

Qc=[ (n) ] Ip
- (n)-Qp "

(n)

It is alike, and it follows and a correction vector (Ic (n), Qc (n)) is calculated, the correction

vector (Ic (n).) produced by carrying out the symbol amendment part 18 in this way The amended
data symbol (le, Qe) is generated by multiplying the object-of-amendment symbol read from the

receive buffer 10, i.e., the data symbol belonging to an object-of-amendment slot, (Id, Qd) by Qc
(n). This correction output is the following formula. [Equation 2]Ie=Id-Ic(n)-Qd-Qc (n)

Qe=Qd-Ic(n)+Id-Qc (n)

It is come out and given.

[0021 ]The multi-pilot block equalizing processing part 14, It is identified to which field an object-

of-amendment symbol (Id, Qd) belongs among the fields A, B, and C in an object-of-amendment
slot. It has decided whether choose any among 3 sets of dignity memorized on ROM 16 according

to the result, and to give the pilot block information PB (n-5)-PB (n). For example, when an

object-of-amendment symbol (Id, Qd) belongs to the field A. Dignity by which the pilot block

information PB (n-5)-PB (n) is multiplied is set to (0, 0.1 15, 0.769, 0.1 15, 0, 0), When an object-

of-amendment symbol (Id, Qd) belongs to the field D, dignity is changed so that this may be
referred to as using (0, 0.1875, 0.3125, 0.3125, 0.1875, 0). By this, change setting out of the

dignity of every [ concerning the feature of this embodiment / which was subdivided ] field A, B,

and C is realizable.



[0922]It is the balance of the accuracy demanded and the output delay permitted, and what is

necessary is just to decide about how many kinds of pilot block information should be held in the

example of this figure, although six kinds of pilot block information are held in the pilot block

information preparing part 12. Namely, if more pilot block information is held in the pilot block

information preparing part 12, in the symbol amendment part 18, can perform more exact

amendment to an object-of-amendment symbol (Id, Qd), and can realize general more good BER,

but. On the other hand, size of the receive buffer 10 must be enlarged and delay occurs in an

output. Therefore, it is desirable to increase the number of the pilot block information held by

the pilot block information preparing part 12 within the limits of the output delay permitted.

[0O23]In this embodiment, it is selectively determined any are used among three kinds of dignity

on R0M16 as mentioned above according to the position of the field A, B, and C within an

object-of-amendment slot. What is necessary is just to appoint the memory space for

memorizing dignity about into how many fields an object-of-amendment slot should be classified

according to whether it is allowed to enlarge to what extent (that is, to what extent can

occupancy memory space on R0M16 be enlarged?). Namely, what is necessary is to lessen the

number of a field, if you would like to make small memory space used in the multi-pilot block

equalizing processing part 14, and just to enlarge the number of a field, if you would like to obtain

an exact correction output conversely, since memory space may be occupied somewhat.

Although it is desirable ideally that it is made to carry out change setting out of the dignity for

every data symbol, it is desirable to set up actually the field containing two or more data

symbols in an object-of-amendment slot and for it to also make the number of the field

concerned the comparatively small number.

[0O24]In this embodiment, the object-of-amendment symbol (Id, Qd) has changed dignity

according to to any of the field A, B, and C it belongs. In addition, it may be made to change

dignity according to the fading frequency fd. Namely, although not illustrated, the fading

frequency fd is detected using the fading frequency detector circuit which has well-known

composition. Since amendment according to the height of fading frequency can be performed if it

decides selectively any are used among the dignity of each class on ROM 16 according to both

the position of an object-of-amendment symbol (Id, Qd), and this fading frequency fd, a

correction output will become still more exact.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is a figure showing notionally the pilot synchronous detection method concerning

one embodiment of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is a block diagram showing an example of the functional constitution of a device

which realizes this embodiment.

[Drawing 3] lt is a figure showing notionally the pilot synchronous detection method concerning 1

conventional technology.

[Description of Notations]

10 A receive buffer and 12 A pilot block information preparing part and 14 Multi-pilot block

equalizing processing part, 16 ROM and 18 A symbol amendment part, and PB (n-5)-PB (n) Pilot

block information (Id, Qd), an object-of-amendment symbol, a correction vector (Ic (n), Qc (n))

(le, Qe), and correction output (amended data symbol).
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]
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fuBlc ;S /W P 7 h 7p 7 ^ fip-^ ^®T-^ ^>y
tmmmmmm^'U p 7 h 7p 7 lt^

^P7 vyuy^lziiL. liLTt/^^fuWltiSi;,

t ©ffiH^H-fitD;V p 7 h 7p 7 ^ {ci;h^ai/w p 7

h 7p 7 ^ tc^tftM^^^SiJ D y^T, ffliEM^yc^r-

9 yyf^ii' tmmt)m(D;^-{ p 7 h 7p 7 ^ tc^t^ffi 50

#rj|¥ 1 1 - 2 8 4 6 0 0

4

ivWP 7 b7P 7 ^fc/h^aS^^fiJD ^TSo
[0 0 0 9] fi^oT. *5^HI5t .fcntf. 7x-i>'y^'iM

9 LTi/^S/cJ6. iAt/^7 x-i>'>^miS(Wc H ^

a^lf^B ER^f#?.iIt/j^-t'§^o Sic, ^XP7hrt
t ^-n r-^yy^t^m^mmmmm

xt. mmj^minLx^<rcm^iv (rom)

[0010]

[001 1] HUd, *%0^®-iijsmit{f^/wp
-yh^mtSTiffitfettS^a^. W^^Wt^to CCD

Htfei^ra. /^^P7 b7P7^P 2 t;VP7 h7
D 7 ^ P 3 ^ tRSnTt/^SIilE^^^XP 7 3f@

®iife?A, Bmcicmi^nxi^^^o mmMy^r^y
hiWmii om(Dyyt^)V^^/vX^<o. mMM^it
^ 0-H

9

yyt^jw. mmBKim 10-^29 yy
mmciamso-msdyymif.

[0 0 12] :$.mimmict5l'Xlt. ^jVf-A-^ny h

7p 7 ^m^imm^^^i.tttm. *wmit
fcit^v;v^/wP7 vyxiy ^mmmm^)\'

p 7 h 7p 7^^mm

t

d . mmmy.
P7 h^f*(C±iaL^ca?^^fl^l/^T/VP7 h7P7^

m^iLxn^n^mmk, Bmc^n^'mmL. is

mms^m^u mmmyyt^ji^ mmmy^u
7 hfcMUfiffl • mfMmmmtmjE^^m^m

tLXi^>^T-^yyy!r^)V(DL.t) iomt^mm-b^

tf\ m/c 1 ffl®S*^fl?t/^T;VP 7 h 7p 7 ^tffg

®ijps¥±^®a^ff 9 ii t tLXh^^o
[0 0 13] ^Btc, *^wmitj5ttss?^{i. mm
A, B&OT t^/WP7 h7P7^P 1~P 4^®ffl

Mwafs«Mfftisi;T^j6^o MAS. mmrnxvi

^lit/Uuy hyuy^? ZX^^t)'^. /WP7 hy
P 7 ^ P 2 tf^S/^p 7 h7P 7 ^tflgtfif-fi®/^

P 7 h icj^S ;V P 7 h 7p 7 ^m&cm^ S*^ cfc D

P7 h7P7^{i/VP7 h7P7^P 3-e;feS®7\

;W P 7 h 7p 7 ^ P 3 tcffS ;W P 7 h 7p 7 IS



(4)
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[0 0 14] mMM^mt^r-^iyyt^Mc
Ot/^Tffiffl • »gcD^iJWltS^fctt. /VP 7 h

7 ^ P 2 Icim/Uu y h 7p 7 fgtfi 0 . 7

6 9®fi^^fc'^s /Vd7 h:7^n7^P i&i;? 3^c

im^u p 7 h :^^p 7 ^tffgfcli^nm o . 1 1 s ®

mmmmmmtmic a. /w p 7 h ^ p 7 ^ p 2

m? 3 t{f P 7 h 7p 7 ^M$6t?-n?'no . 10

3 12 5 (DMs^m^i D ^^T. /wp 7 h :;^p 7 ^ p 1 r
t;p 4 tff^/WP7 h^~P7^tfffitti^n^~no.

1 8 7 5©S^^SiJDSTS„ 1S^CtSt^r-^^>
y;p>li:fiiffl • ;Vp
7 h 7p 7 ^ P 3 p 7 h :^^p 7 ^tfffi^C 0 .

7 6 gcDS^^iJ^y^T. /WP7 h7P7^P 2Rt;
P 4^cf^;S;WP7 h7P7^tfgt^ti€~no. 1 1

[0015] C ® J; 9 lilE^^^XP 7 h (D^mcB. 20

^p 7 h yp 7 ^lC)rt LttLTV^SfflMWaffiHUff

;l/i:®fflll*^'Si/vWP7 hyyt^Mci^/Uu^ h

7 ^'ni@®M?^*i:tKw^§ < u mmmyyt^
M-^^mmm^'imich d c (DmjEMMyysjito)
fflM^mVW P 7 h ^>yv-p>tff W P 7 h ^^P 7

W P 7 h ^ P 7 i^^mtmi^tt^.

7 x-'yymmit^m'^'. ry x-y^ymm
mm^^mmicm^ b e Rifmmm^. mmt^

[0 0 1 6] Sfc. I|IEM*XP7 btSt§#r-^
yytsmicm3i~m^mmmbri,i:\^^io\

ris<rcisb(D^iV M^iiR oum-^x^±t <

P 7 h ^l:tf»^i(« m^'li 3 f@cD) fl^fc^^iJL. 40

[0 0 1 7] 02 *^M»(is/wP7 hmm

/^y7 7 1 Oa. eiSS (-|Sfca7x-$>'^^^'fE^

mm^o m^. rpj -^^mnn^^^o^it/utiyh
yyt^jve^^. TDj T-g?nT!/^s®ttr-^>^y
.i^>-efe?.o rij i?^$nTi/^S£D(iTPC

(Tx Power Control) T'SD^ KfStlMilfc^j^Sn 50

1 1 -2 8 4 6 0 0

6

So

[0 0 18] /uuyvyvynmmmi z

a. §(i/^y7 7 1 0±©{f^*^P>/WP7 h7P7^

(D\£y mt)^ I f-v^^;^Rt;Q^Y'^^;^#8 ^7 hm
^;WP7 h7P7^*Mf@©A^P7

^^A.T-i/^Si:^tlTi/^So IJ^oT. /WP7h7'P7
^tffgftljggP 1 2 t j; D ® D ffi^nS P 7 h 7p 7

^It7:\ 8X2X4 = 64^7 h-^-feSo ^Wp
7 h 7~P 7 ^tffgjti^gP 1 2 tt. ffltti L^c/W P 7 h

7

p y^ic^^m 4ffl®/wp 7 b yysji^^^mtt
^ctic^-^r. /V p 7 h 7p 7 ^mmimt^o
'ii-o T. 1 ffl®/V p 7 h 7p 7^mm H~ 7 hita.

8X2=1 6H7h-?-feSo S/c. ;VP7b7P7^
'iW^)?Scgn 2 a. ¥i^Jft^nItgttSfcJ6. ^itK

to /VP7 h7P7^iffgffj?scan 2a. ffj^jct/c/^

^ P 7 h 7p 7 ^tffg^. layp 7 IH'it So

cfDHt^^nri/^s^ij-ea. 5f@tfi®^WP7 h7p
7^tfiS/UP7h7P7^'i$iPB (n-5)
Sjfi®/W P 7 h 7p 7 ^ P B ( n ) tSS S ^It

6 f@cD/V P 7 h 7p 7 ^tf$g*\ ;V P 7 b 7p 7 ^

[0 0 19] v;1/^;Vp7 h 7p 7 ^¥±&{Magn
4 a. rtlfS R OM 1 6 Lfc 1 fflcDSX^

/WP7 b7P7^'ilgPB (n-5) ~PB
(n) (DiaictU. 2 6fci:(D^gcDlS**^6^1^;&g

tHtSC^}<:j;-3T. ;VP7 h7P7^tfSPB (n

-5) ~PB (n) mm^mSib^o ^^Uv^yV
7p 7 ^'PgfD I f-^^-^m'A^ I p t^L. Q^i'^-

Q p ^:g'r ii ^ ^tSa 6 a\ v;^^/V p 7

h7P 7 ^¥t^fMagP 1 4 }c;<J;-9T|#6nSTOfc2

n/c p 7 h 7p 7 ^tffg® I ^^^I'it^^a I p (D

M¥±&Ip" (n) }cj;D. Q5^-V^^;U^^>aQp^D

iinS¥i^Qp" (n) ^c:j;i9. ^n^^'tl^til t/j^T-S

So

[0 0 2 0] 'yyt^jmiEMl 8 a. v;V^;Up7 h

7'p 7 ^^mtmm 1 4 1 j; rit & n^cwttt®
7l^P7 h7P7^tfffi (I p" (n)

.
Qp" (n) )

[tl] I c (n) = I
p" (n) +Qp" (n)

Qc (n) = I p" (n) -Qp" (n)

mJE-^^V)i^ (I c (n)
,
Qc (n) ) ^

Wt^o yytmm^u 8au(D<fc9tLTi#6n/c
mJE^^hJl (I c (n)

,
Qc (n) ) gff/^y

77 1 of^^mj^n^LTcmmmyyt^jw tr^b-^m
iE)r^^XP 7 h IcMtSr-^ (Id, Q d

)

icl-fSo^tj;D. mj£^nrcr-^yyt^)i (i

e, Qe) ^a£)jSctSo CcDffllEffitia.

[iS(2] I e = I d • I c (n) -Qd • Qc (n)



(5)

7

Qe=Qd • I c (n) + I d • Qc (n)

[0 0 2 1] JS^c, v;l/^/WP7h7o7^¥±^ft
m'mn 4a. mmm'yyS)\y (id, Qd) mm

»;;h7P7^t?gPB (n-5) ~PB (n) Icmt
^(D-b-^. m^x^'^o mmi^i^y^t^ji^ (i

d, Qd) AWA^cMtSttta. /WP7h7P 10

^;^^tffBPB (n-5) ~PB (n) t^fSS^^^
(0, 0. 1 1 5, 0. 7 6 9, 0. 1 1 5, 0, 0)

y^L. mmmyyf-)\^ (id, Qd) tmmx)\^mt
^^tlctj. cn^. (0, 0. 1 8 7 5, 0. 3 1 2

5, 0. 3 1 2 5, 0. 1 8 7 5, 0) \ct^. t^^o

cowmm^rn'Mt-^nfcwmk, b, cmm^i-m

[0 0 2 2] cmo^mxii. /uvyv-fuy^^m
nm 1 2 6 ii D 7 h -^'u 7^mmn 20

m^^-^mc'Di.^xit. W:mmjm^t. m-^n
^HiiimmtmM^h^x. 'mms^\^\ tr^^m.

/WD 7 h 7ti 7 ^'iWMgP 1 2 (cfc'V^T <fc »9 ^< o
/VP 7 h :7p 7 ^tffg^isf^-r^ cfc

9

ictm. yy
^^miEm 1 8 Icfc'i/^Ti DlEiiaffliE^ffliEM^^>^y

(I d, Qd)
BER^mX^^m »^y7 7 1 o©-9-^

rSo ti^oT. ^§^n?.ffiiH@©$6Hrt-^\ /Wp 30

7 h 7d 7 ^tfigf^^gp 1 2 1xmt^^u P 7 h y

[0 0 2 3] $/c. Ma«i;9t. ffl

IE^^^XP7 h^tfc'tj-?)Ti^A, BRt/CtDfuWcjS

UT. ROMl 6±®3ffl<90S^^®d-5V^t'n^f$ffl

its /cfecDSHtSri^ H'cgSS -e^t < tS i: h

#fjf1¥ 1 1 -2 8 4 6 0 0

8

E(DUmX±^ <t^Ctt>'^X^^(Dt-^) tjSUT.

±^J{t»jn 4tj3i/^T^/5tSHH'iSPI^/jN^< L/C

^cyis^^aiEM^xp 7 hnmnf^ c t . ^nt

[0 0 2 4] ilcDIIimi-^-a. ffliEmv':/

^ivl/ (Id, Qd) f)\ M^A, B&t;c®i/^fntS

X-Vymm. f d tjs uTS^^i?] D S 9

1

M«i(f d^^tiiU ?iiE^M^>y.1t> (Id, Qd)
mmmz.<j}i^-'yymwm m-nv^m,x^
ROMl 6±cD#ffl£?)SX^(D9-5l/^-rtl*i^JftS®*^

UfcMlE^tT 9 C ii -r-1 S /c liiEffl*a? 6 tCiE

[Hffi®l¥am0J!]

[H 1 ] i$mm-%immr.{%^)'^4 p 7 hnm^
w-(mmim\z.^<tmx^-^o
[02] il (D^liJ^l^^Ilt§s«®«t«®-
^J^^t7P7^HT-feSo
[03] -«Kffit{^^/WP7bMIffltS73ffi^

[|g=^®IJJH^]

10 gffA77 7. 1 2 /WP7h7P7^mt
1 4 V P 7 h 7p 7 ^TOMSgl^.

16 ROM. 18 i/>>-K;VlilEaP. PB (n-5)
~PB (n) ;VP7h7P7^tm (Id, Q
d) mmmyf^)\'. (I c (n)

, Qc (n) )

m&.^'7 h;K ( I e , Q e ) ffliEffi* (IflESn



(6) 1 1 -2 8 4 6 0 0


